Israel Police

What to do during
a terrorist attack?
Leave the site immediately, moving to an open
space or a protected area.
Avoid as best you can proximity to tall buildings,
glass windows, and vehicles.
If there are police forces in the area, follow their
instructions.

Nails & screws inside
an explosive charge to
increase damage

What to do as soon as
the terror incident is over? Israel Police
If police forces have not arrived yet- call 100
immediately. Follow instructions of police forces
and rescue teams.

Do not form or join a crowd!
Leave the are immediately: there may
be additional explosive charges around.
Make way for rescue vehicles.
Observe your surroundings, and report to the
police immediately any suspects or additional
explosive charges.
If you have any information that may help
apprehend suspects or locate a vehicle involved
in the incident, contact the police at once.

DIAL
100
and we'll be there!

If you've come across a suspicious
person, object, or vehicle
report it immediately to a police
officer or call the police at 100.
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How to behave if you find
yourself around a suicidebombing or shooting?
Stay alert, especially in crowded places.

If you've come across a suspicious
person, suspicious object or suspicious
vehicle- alert a police officer or call 100.

What are suspicious signs
that can give away
a suicide-terrorist?
External appearance
Clothes unsuitable for the time of year
(e.g., a coat in summer).
A youngster (usually) who is trying to blend, by
dress and behavior, with the surrounding
population (on public transport, at entertainment
places, amongst soldiers, or religious/Orthodox
groups), even though he or she doesn't belong
to that group.
Anything protruding in an unusual way under
the person's clothing.

How to identify
a suspicious vehicle?
License-plate looks "improvised" or mismatched
(different front and back plates).
A vehicle parked suspiciously for a prolonged
time in a central place or in a no-parking area.
The vehicle's rear part sags noticeably (loaded
down).

Suspicious behavior
Nervousness, tension, profuse perspiration.
Walking slowly while glancing right and left, or
running in a suspicious manner.
Repeated attempts to steer clear of security
forces.
Repeated nervous feeling for something under
one's clothing.
Nervous, hesitant mumbling.

Suspect equipment

A police bomb-disposal expert at work.

A suitcase, shoulder/hand-bag, backpack.
Electrical wires, switches or electronic devices
sticking out of the bag or pocket.

Type of explosive belt

What to do in case
you suspect something?
Call 100 at once, and give the switchboard
operator as many details as possible about the
suspect or the vehicle.
While speaking to the operator, try to keep an
eye on the suspect or vehicle from a safe distance.
Wait for the arrival of the police forces.

